
We are looking for bilingual Performers, Entertainers, Characterful Brand Ambassadors for a
summer of bringing to life 90 Years of Play at LEGOLANDS across the world.

The role is that of a ‘Play Maker’’, one ‘Playmaker’ will entertain families and children at each of the
LEGOLAND Resorts around the world, engaging in person to help fans to discover which play type
they identify with most.

Job Details:

Dates per location - June 2nd - August 7th (10 Weeks)
Live days / times - Thurs - Sun - 1000 - 1800 (timings tbc) each week
Pay - £1200 per week

Couples / friends are welcome to apply

Casting Round 1 - Self Tape deadline - 12 Noon GMT - 14th April
Casting Round 2 - In Person - London - Wk/c 18th April
Confirmations - Wk/c 25th April
Training & Fittings - Approx 5 Days in May (PAID)

You will train in London and travel to the location where you will stay for the duration of the
contract, 10 weeks.

Flights, Accommodation, Subsistence and excellent rates of pay

Locations
- UK
- Denmark
- Germany
- USA
- Malaysia
- Japan

You must:

- Have the Right to Work in the location you have applied for



- Speak in the local language & English.
- Have a valid passport is also essential.
- Be high energy brand ambassadors with experience in immersive acting, performance,

magic or similar

Please submit your self tape via the platform or email a wetransfer link and your CV/Profile to
Hello@coalitionuk.com please be aware that due to the volume of emails we may not be able to
respond to every email.

Self Tape:

There should be 2 versions. A Version in English & a Repeat version in your Native Language

- Introduce yourself
- Full Name
- Nationality
- Do you have a valid passport
- Tell us the countries you have a right to work and are applying for
- What languages are you fluent in
- Tell us a bit about yourself and any similar work experience
- Can you perform any magic tricks? Circus performance? Feel free to show us these or

anything else you might be able to wow guests with in person.
- Describe to us your favourite character from a book, film, theatre show who brings

magic and wonder to children and families
- Tell us a joke

UK Role Details

 You will train in London and be based at Legoland Windsor working Thurs - Sun - Jun 2nd -
Aug 7th

 Accommodation will be provided throughout and subsistence
 High energy brand ambassador with experience in immersive acting, performance, magic or

similar
 Experience working with children and family friendly concepts
 Must hold a UK right to work
 Couples are invited to apply if they wish to job share

Japan Role Details

 You must speak Japanese & English
 You must have a right to work in Japan
 You will train in London but Must have right to work in Japan
 You will train in London and travel to Japan where you will be based at Legoland Resort,

Nagoya working Thurs - Sun - Jun 2nd - Aug 7th - Accommodation provided for the duration
 RTN Flights & Subsistence also provided

mailto:Hello@coalitionuk.com


 High energy brand ambassador with experience in immersive acting, performance, magic or
similar

 Experience working with children and family friendly concepts
 Couples are invited to apply if they wish to job share

Malaysia Role Details

 You must speak Malay & English
 You will train in London but Must have right to work in Malaysia
 You will train in London and travel to Malaysia where you will be based at Legoland Resort,

Johor working Thurs - Sun - Jun 2nd - Aug 7th - Accommodation provided for the duration
 RTN Flights & Subsistence also provided
 High energy brand ambassador with experience in immersive acting, performance, magic or

similar
 Experience working with children and family friendly concepts
 Couples are invited to apply if they wish to job share

USA Role Details (Florida, California, New York)

 You must speak English
 You will train in London but be a US citizen and must have right to work in USA
 You will train in London and travel to the USA where you will be based at either Legoland

California, Florida or New York, performing Thurs - Sun - Jun 2nd - Aug 7th - Accommodation
provided for the duration

 RTN Flights & Subsistence also provided
 High energy brand ambassador with experience in immersive acting, performance, magic or

similar
 Experience working with children and family friendly concepts
 Couples are invited to apply if they wish to job share

Denmark Role Details

 You must speak Danish & English
 You will train in London but be a Danish citizen and must have right to work in Denmark
 You will train in London and travel to Denmark where you will be based at Legoland Billund,

performing Thurs - Sun - Jun 2nd - Aug 7th - Accommodation provided for the duration
 RTN Flights & Subsistence also provided
 High energy brand ambassador with experience in immersive acting, performance, magic or

similar
 Experience working with children and family friendly concepts
 Couples are invited to apply if they wish to job share

German Role Details

 You must speak German & English
 You will train in London but be a German citizen and must have right to work in Germany



 You will train in London and travel to Germany where you will be based at Legoland
Gunzburg, performing Thurs - Sun - Jun 2nd - Aug 7th - Accommodation provided for the
duration

 RTN Flights & Subsistence also provided
 High energy brand ambassador with experience in immersive acting, performance, magic or

similar
 Experience working with children and family friendly concepts
 Couples are invited to apply if they wish to job share


